Pamela Selders is an organizer, advocate, activist and does healing work. She is the owner of Pam’s Personals, a company that promotes healing through consultation, holistic health aromatherapy, herbalism and dream work. Pamela pursued academics as an undergraduate at Tennessee State University and graduate studies at the Processwork Center of Oregon. Her justice work spans over several decades. As a native St. Louisan, Pamela responded to the call for activism in the Black Lives Matter movement in 2014 with the death of Michael Brown. Pamela is co-founder of Moral Monday CT, a statewide Connecticut-based racial/social justice coalition of people of faith and conscious. She organized and led the first Black Lives Matter protests and arrests here in Connecticut. She has trained a number of organizers and activists across the state. With Moral Monday CT Justice Institute’s flagship initiatives, she facilitates Revolutionary Conversations and Understanding White Supremacy classes. She has provided leadership and guidance to resistance work through partnerships nationally with The Poor People’s Campaign and globally in Brazil and Palestine/Israel. Pamela is founder and visionary of CT Black Women (CTBW), a grassroots community-based organization that calls Black women leaders together to support one another and build community through activism, advocacy, education and creativity. In the 2 years of existence, CTBW has successfully advocated for groundbreaking legislation directly impacting Black and Brown people in Connecticut to include: the Police Accountability law with a focus on the “Amy Cooper” portion of the law, the Crown Act and the most recent passage of the Declaring Racism as a Public Health Crisis. For Pamela, “All work I do, be it social, political or through modalities is to support the healing of humanity.”